Rowing in Europe
Recreational Rowing Tours in Europe
Tours in Amsterdam
Amsterdam is the Capital of The Netherlands. Due to its Canal / Grachten system it is a wonderful and exciting rowing area. Wikipedia
says....the Amsterdam canal system is the result of conscious city planning. In the early 17th century, when immigration was at a peak, a
comprehensive plan was developed that was based on four concentric half-circles of canals with their ends emerging at the IJ bay. The canals
served for defence, water management and transport. The defences took the form of a moat and earthen dikes, with gates at transit points, but
otherwise no masonry superstructures. The original plans have been lost, so historian need to speculate on the original intentions.
City Row: When you row within the canals, you need to be aware of plenty of private boats and sightseeing ships. There is usually a good
understanding between the “Captains” still, the canal system is narrow, and sometimes objects cannot be seen.
Angstel Row: The Angstel Row is a nice and calm trip with unique bridges and narrow waters. Some short paddling is often required. Very
pleasant.
Amstel Row: The Amstel Row leads you through a nice part of southern Amsterdam, narrow bridges, wonderful sceneries, wind mills etc.
Sometimes some paddling required.
Boats: We offer Quads (4x) and usually wherry boats. These boats are very communicative and easy to row.
Clubs: Amsterdam has almost 10 rowing clubs which are very different at size. Most clubs are at the southern part of the city next to the Amstel
River.
Meeting Point: The Rowing Clubs can be reached by car, public transportation or by foot , depending on trip and boat. Usually easy to reach
with a 10-15 Min walk.
Language: Dutch people speak very good English. Menus are often bi-lingual.
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Recreational Rowing Tours in Europe

Tour description:
Day 0
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4

Cost:

Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday,

Arrival, afternoon, Evening, tour briefing
rowing 20-28 Km, Grachten Tour
rowing from Club: Southern Trip, ca 25 Km
rowing from club, Eastern trip, 27 km
Departure

starting 1050 Euro/p. Person/double room occupancy
5 person minimum

Incl:
Seat Fee
4 Nights, Hotel w/ Breakfast
Room /double occupancy/ Lunch/no drinks
Club: walking distance, 15-20 Min.
NB: Sometimes weather conditions will change the tour plan or rowing destinations
need to be cancelled
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